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2) Rhenanus proposed nisi, but this is seldom even mentioned
3) See especially L Valmaggi, Corneho7ac:<o,Il lzbrosecondodelleStone (Turin
1897), 201-202 For the use of hzcto denote the person or object dominant in the
writer's thinking see R Kuhner and C Stegmann, AusfùhrllcheGrammatik der
latemischenSpracheII 1 (Hanover 1912), 621 n 5 Editors adopting Meiser's supplement include A D Godley, The Histories of Tacitus Books I and II (London
1887), 236; W A Spooner, Cornelii Taciti Historiae (London 1891), 249;
Valmaggi, op cit , 126; H Goelzer, Oeuvresde Tacite, HzstoiresLivres I-II (Paris
1920), 276 and Tacite, HistoiresI-III (Paris 1946), 122
4) Cf H Le Bonniec and J Hellegouarc'h, Tacite,HistoiresLwresII &III (Paris
1989), 212 n 1 Every edition I have been able to check reads Uzctas,save those
specified in the preceding note
5) K Wellesley, Corneltz7 aCltiHistoriae (Leipzig 1989), ad loc ; cf G E F
Chilver, A HistoricalCommentaryon Tacitus' 'Histories'I and II (Oxford 1979), 229,
declaring Vitellio"possibly an unnecessary emendation"
6) I have not been able to consult Prammer, but his views are set out by
Valmaggi, op cit , 202
7) The quotation is taken from F Ritter, CornelizTaciti Historiae (Cambridge
and London 1848), 159, who commented, rightly, "ex his nihil Tacitus" To
produce the sense Orelli wanted, one would surely have to recast the sentence
along the lines followed by Velleius Paterculus 2 28 1-2: videbanturfinitabellicluilis
mala, cum Sullae crudehtateaucta sunt
8) This is the summary of Meiser's argument given by Spooner, op cit, 249;
cf Godley, op elt, 236 f
9) This material I owe, again, to Valmaggi, op cit, 202
10) C Nipperdey, EmendationesHistonarum Taczti (Jena 1 8 3 1 )8,= Opuscula
(Berlin 1877), 209
11) E Wolff, Cornelu TacztiHistonarum Libri Buch I und II (Berlin21914), 253
12) G Andresen, Zu Tacitus, WklPh 32 (1915), 884-885, citing as an instance
of Tacitus' normal procedure Ann 4 43 4; cf also Hist 1 40 1; 89 3; 2 9 1; 65 2;
3 8 2 When Tacitus does repeat a name, the emphasis is usually strong as well
as obvious (Htst 2 2 1; 101 1; 4 37 2; 5 25 1)
13) The observation appears in the app crit to the successive Teubner editions
of the Historiesby C Halm and G Andresen (1926), C Halm, G Andresen and
E Koestermann (1936), and E Koestermann (1950 and 1961); also in Le Bonniec
and Hellegouarc'h, op cit, 212 n 2
Tacitus, RhM 103 (1960), 272-288,
14) Thus K Wellesley, Suggestz*o falsi in
especially 286 ff
15) Goelzer, Oeuvresde Tactle, 277
16) I wish to thank Richard Pianka tor his help in collecting and verifying the
lexicographical material
WHERE

EUROPA

BATHED

The story of Europa being carried to Crete by Zeus in the shape of a
bull is often referred to in antiquity (the references are conveniently collected by Lucie de Brauw 1940) But it is not often specified where they
went in Crete Lucianus (Dial Mar 15) says that it was the Dictaean cave
Mostly, however, Gortyn is thought to be the place of the action
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More specific is Solinus (11 9), who says that she was taken to the river
Lenaeus near Gortyn This name has been corrected to Lethaeus, after
Strabo (X 478) Another river is mentioned by Antigonus of Carystus
(Mzrab 163 (179)), who does not name the river but mentions it because
of a curiosity: Kai 1tEpirou xot-ca't1¡v Kp1¡'t7}vuSotT?ou,out)ot Ú1tEpXCXaL?OV'tEÇ,
ô£ TOT<;
?.x?ivou
OT(XV
6e-c6; t, ÔLCXUÀOÜ(1lV
Kpr?aiv,
&?3poXov,?ap<XO&o6o'9<Xt
'And about a small water
Xo6J«J8«1 't1¡vEùpw1t7}vCX1tO Tou Aioq
in Crete, where those who sit at its bank, when it rains, do not get wet,
there is a tradition among the Cretans that Europa bathed in it after her
The curious fact about the river,
union with Zeus ' (Bi is problematic)
without mention of Europa, is also found elsewhere; formerly it was
ascribed to Sotion (Flum 4), now it is simply called Paradoxographus
Florentinus 4 (Giannini 1966, 316) Here it says: tv Kp1¡'t'{IÓXE'tOÇ
58m-c6;
Tou Aioq a(3poXov8totpottvouatv
50vco;
eonv, ôv Ote $?a(3awovTES
r
er
lcp'6aov lv
Eiaw 'In Crete is a channel of water, which those who cross/follow
it, can cross/follow without getting wet when it rains as long as they stay
in the channel '
The question, of course, arises, which water is meant One might think
of a subterranean water or river, but these were well known to the Greeks,
so that one would not expect such a curious description of them Also,
mostly there is no place to sit or be at the water of underground rivers
One might think of a lake in a cave, like lake Melissani in Kefalonia, but
I do not know of such a cave in Crete Also, the word ÓXE'tÓÇ
does seem
to refer to a river rather than to a lake in a cave And if a cave was meant,
our source would have said so So we have to look for a water that has
a kind of roof over it that protects one from rain I suggest that this refers
to the Gorge of Samaria, in the west of Crete, running towards the south
coast, west of Sfakia The gorge is 17 km long, 3 to 40 meters wide, and
the rocks rise up from 300 to 600 meters; "at some points they are so sheer
that there is barely any sunlight" (Bowman 1969, 230) You may also be
well protected against rain in such spots
The gorge, now called after the deserted village of Samaria (cpapaYy
was formerly called the Gorge of Ayia Roumeli, after the village
at the end near the sea I have not found any mention of this gorge in antiquity Neither Bowman, nor Cameron (1988, 246) give any mention of
it, nor did Pashley (1837 II 263ffJ or Bursian (1872, 2 545), though all
mention what is known from antiquity Nor does De Brauw (1940, 96),
Willetts (1962, 167), Faure (1964) or Spanakis (330-334), who is very
complete It may well be that the gorge escaped the attention of modern
research until very recently, for, while today it is visited by thousands of
tourists a year (Cameron 246), in 1969 Bowman wrote that it takes two
to four days to make the journey (including the organisation of the
logistics) and that "you are not likely to see anyone during the passage
except a stray shepherd " So the gorge was relatively unknown (except to
the local population) up to very recent times, and the two references cited
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about the curious river are not daily reading either It is therefore not surprising that the connection has not been made earlier Near the village of
Ayia Roumeli, at the southern end of the gorge, there was in antiquity
a city of some importance, called Tarrha The river which flows through
the gorge is now called Tarraios, but in antiquity this word is only found
as an epithet of Apollo (see below) We may, then, assume that it was
called 'Gorge ((papery, ?&'pcx9pov?)of Tarrha'
The gorge is quite impressive; it is the largest in Europe "It is easy
to believe in the gods and goddesses of nature as you pass through such
a gorge " (Bowman 232) There are parallels, perhaps, for what happened to Europa in this place There is the story that Zeus united near
Tarrha with Karme, who became the mother of Britomartis
The latter,
of course, is a goddess of importance, equated with Diktunna, the Cretan
Artemis Whether this happened near the river is not known Then,
Apollo married Akakallis, who is called a daughter of Minos, at or near
Tarrha Apollo was so much at home here that he was known as Apollo
Tarrhaios
As to the alternative that the union of Zeus and Europa was situated
at the Dictaean cave, one might think that the imposing gorge induced
people to transfer the union here (also because of the other weddings near
Tarrha), but one might as well think that the Dictaean cave, being a
famous place of worship of Zeus, later attracted the story The same holds
for Gortyn: it was simply a very important city, which at one time may
have claimed the story But such speculations are not very useful
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